MARK lives in the forest, and treasures his prized jellybean collection. He’s happy among the trees, but is afraid of the Yeti—a large and furry forest-dweller. One day when Mark finds traces of the Yeti nearby, he goes to the city and buys a gun. But when he confronts the Yeti, he is surprised to find that the Yeti is a good-natured beast with a jellybean collection of his own. The two become friends, and combine their jellybeans to create the best candy collection ever. Their story suggests that even when we’re afraid, cooperation and friendship can be more productive than aggression and violence.
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MARK AND THE JELLYBEAN MONSTER
In the middle of the forest, there was a cabin, and in that cabin lived a man. The man’s name was Mark.
MARK'S MOST PRIZED POSSESSION WAS HIS JELLYBEAN COLLECTION. WHICH, AS WE ALL KNOW, IS A YETI'S FAVORITE SNACK.
MARK FEARED THE YETI...
...AND THE LOSS
OF HIS JELLYBEANS.
One day, in the early morning, Mark heard a loud...
MARK WENT OUTSIDE TO INVESTIGATE.
FEAR OVERTOOK MARK’S ENTIRE BODY.
Mark desperately wanted to protect his precious collection, so he left his home to purchase some Yeti-B-Gone at the nearest Yeti-Mart.
MARK DISCOVERED THAT THE LOCAL YETI-MART HAD A LARGE VARIETY OF YETI-B-GONE DEVICES. THERE WERE ALMOST TOO MANY TO CHOOSE FROM BUT ONE STOOD OUT FROM THE REST...
ACCORDING TO THE PACKAGING, THE YETI-REPELLENT 3000 WAS "GUARANTEED" TO WORK AND CAME WITH AN EXTRA CAN OF YETI-B-GONE.
Mark went back to the forest with the Yeti-repellent 3000 ready to stand up to the Yeti.
The yeti-repellent 3000 broke and the yeti-b-gone covered Mark green slime.
MARK WAS SO SMELLY!
Suddenly out of the corner of Mark's eye he saw something...
The Yeti was there! It didn’t seem like the Yeti-b-gone had an effect.
THE YETI CAME CLOSER...
...AND CLOSER...
The yeti raised his fist towards Mark. A million thoughts flew through Mark's brain and they were all scary...
Is he going to punch me? What will happen to my jellybeans? Why is the yeti so tall? Is he mad at me?
Hah!

He wasn’t going to hit me. The Yeti just wanted to give me a jellybean.
THE YETI EVEN HAD HIS OWN JELLYBEAN COLLECTION.
THEY BECAME THE BEST OF FRIENDS.
THEY ATE AND SHARED THEIR JELLYBEANS TOGETHER...
... AND FOR MANY YEARS AFTER.